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Contrast destruction and replenishment by Flash Echo Imaging~FEI! ~also referred to as interval or
intermittent imaging!has been qualitatively and quantitatively used for tissue blood refill measure-
ments. Many features and capabilities of contrast refill in tissue blood flow and perfusion remain to
be elucidated. To aid the development and full reliable utilization of the technique in medical
practice, in this paper we undertake physical and mathematical modeling to evaluate different
measures derivable from FEI and to provide a basis for the further study of sensitivity and stability
of such measures for the detection and measurement of various flow properties and abnormalities.
A phantom was developed and used to conduct a dynamic contrast study. Refill curves were
investigated as a means of calculating the mean transit time~MTT! and investigating other infor-
mation that can be determined from their shape. Exponential and error function fits and the area
above these curves were used to estimate MTT. The bubble disruption zone was visually measured
and theoretically modeled. Computer simulated refill curves based on the flow phantom for differ-
ent velocity ranges were then computed and compared to the experimental refill curves. The simu-
lated refill curves closely matched the experimental curves in both shape and MTT. The simulated
refill curves matched the shape of the experimental results for different velocity ranges. Another
simulation examined how a real circulatory system might influence refill. Different refill curve
shapes were obtained for different vascular models. Models including the large arteries and veins
showed a much faster initial slope than models where the large vessels were not included. Likewise,
simulated ‘‘shunting’’ displayed a different slope than models without ‘‘shunting’’ and specific
portions of the refill curve that could maximally distinguish shunting. This computer simulation
could lead to some experimental hypotheses about differences between normal and cancerous blood
flow. © 2004 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.@DOI: 10.1118/1.1649534#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For about half a century, indicator-dilution theories for vo
ume flow measurement have been investigated.
indicator-dilution theory was first developed for cardiac o
put measurement1–4 and has now been used for blood flo
measurement. However, several problems with practical
were encountered such as the necessity of two catheter
controlled indicator release and for the region of inter
~ROI! sample withdrawal, some anatomical regions can
be reached for catheter use. In addition, contrast agent m
be released in the left ventricle for uniform mixing in th
blood, and the timing for both contrast agent release
blood withdrawal is critical.

Ultrasound flash echo imaging~FEI! offers a powerful
alternative because it is minimally invasive, inexpensive a
overcomes the problems mentioned above. FEI5,6 or intermit-
tent imaging7 has been qualitatively and quantitatively us
for tissue refilling measurements. For instance, the m
transit time~MTT! of a tissue volume can be estimated.3,4

For our purposes, MTT is defined as the average time
flowing particles take to exit from anywhere within a give
volume. In FEI, the measurement technique consists of
stroying microbubbles in tissues using a high mechan
index ~MI! ultrasound~US! beam and monitoring the tissu
623 Med. Phys. 31 „3…, March 2004 0094-2405Õ2004Õ31„
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refill with different time delays between destructive pulse
Each destructive pulse is also a monitoring pulse. Alter
tively a nondestructive monitor can be used on some
systems to measure the refill.

In this study, a flow phantom was developed to furth
investigate the information contrast refill can provide abo
fluid flow. The flow phantom consists of a dialysis tube e
bedded in tissue mimicking foam. Interchangeable foam
serts were placed within the tube to perturb the parab
flow profile usually found in an empty tube and to offer som
backscattering. The foam inserts were chosen to clos
match real tissue with regard to a sound speed and atte
tion coefficient. The contrast solution was pumped throug
recirculating system at a slow, constant rate.

We observed refill curves that were often more comp
than a simple exponential and therefore required further c
rection to relate the measurement to the MTT. There w
often a delay before significant refill occurs due to the bub
disruption zone being wider than the imaging sensitiv
zone. Other factors affecting the refill curve shape inclu
the distribution of velocities within the ROI and the poi
spread function~PSF!of the imaging system sampling th
ROI.
6233…Õ623Õ10Õ$22.00 © 2004 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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To gain a greater understanding of the factors that af
the refill curves, computer simulations were perform
Simulated curves that closely resemble the actualin vitro
studies were generated. In addition, it was possible to inv
tigate a broader range of velocity distributions than in o
simple ultrasound flow phantom. For instance, excluding
effects of the imaging PSF, a purely monotonic velocity p
file results in a nearly linear refill curve while a parabo
flow profile results in a much steeper initial slope to t
curve than an exponential. Another area investigated was
effect of the shape of the bubble disruption zone on the r
curve. These simulations could be useful in developing
potheses about measurements ofin vivo vascular systems fo
applications such as the detection of cancer.

II. METHODS

A. Experimental setup

The experimental setup consisted of a 14.6 mm diam
dialysis tube ~Spectra/Por molecularporous, Inc., Ranc
Dominguez, CA!through which various types of 3 cm lon
reticulated foam plugs~either S110, S80, T50 or A40! ~Crest
Foam Industries, Inc., Moonachie, NJ! were inserted~Fig. 1!.
The void volume was 97% and the uncompressed diam
was 18 mm. A solution of contrast agent~MRX-133 or 408,
ImaRX Therapeutics, Inc., Tucson, AZ! and saline~1000 ml
of 0.9 % sodium chloride, injection, USP, Abbott Laborat
ries, North Chicago, IL!was pumped through the syste
using a recirculating pump~variable pressure volumetri
pump, IVAC Corporation, San Diego, CA!. The contrast
agent used is a suspension of lipid stabilized perfluorocar
microbubbles. This type of contrast agent has a relativ
low buoyancy and therefore a very slow rise time. There w
no apparent marginalization of the contrast agent in the fl
tubes to and from the phantom.

A block of reticulated foam~S110, Crest Foam, Inc.!was
used to simulate the surrounding tissue. The foam mate
were degassed in a vacuum chamber~Welch duo-seal

FIG. 1. The experimental setup consisted of dialysis tube through w
various types reticulated foam plugs were inserted. A solution of cont
agent and saline was pumped through the system using a recirculating
system. A block of reticulated foam was used to simulate surrounding tis
The foam materials were degassed in a vacuum chamber to remove a
bubbles and then immersed in a degassed saline solution contained in a
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 3, March 2004
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vacuum pump, Sargent-Welch Scientific Co., Skokie, IL! to
remove any air bubbles and then immersed in a dega
saline solution contained in a box.

B. Acoustic properties

Each foam insert was evaluated for basic acoustic pro
ties by placing each sample in degassed saline betwe
matched pair of transmitting and receiving transducers~KB
alpha 3.5 MHz H 30871, K. B. Aerotech, Lewiston, PA!. A
pulser/receiver system~Panametrics, Model 5900PR
Waltham, MA!produced narrow band pulses and an oscil
scope~Hewlett Packard Infinium, Colorado Springs, CO! re-
corded the signal from the receiving transducer.

The ultrasonic pulse’s transit time was used to calcul
each foam plug’s speed of sound for a 2 cm saline path
room temperature (;23 °C– 24 °C). The power spectrum o
the pulse was measured before and after insertion of
foam plug in the ultrasonic beam in order to compute
attenuation coefficient in dB/cm/MHz. This was calculat
by taking the slope of the difference of these two pow
spectra.

C. Refill curve acquisition

A Toshiba Power Vision 8000 scanner~Toshiba American
Medical Systems, Tustin, CA! was employed for imaging
with a 3.75 MHz curvilinear probe transmitting at 2.3 MH
in the contrast FEI mode. The combination dialysis tub
foam insert was positioned at the elevational beam focus
viewed in a cross-sectional plane, i.e., an imaging plane
pendicular to the flow direction. The focus was measu
using a slice profiling phantom to be 5 cm in the FEI mod

A 1/5000 diluted contrast agent in a saline solution w
circulated in the closed system described above. Refill cur
were evaluated for four reticulated foam inserts whose p
size and density differ from each other and at three differ
flow rates~156, 312 and 624 ml/hour!. Although these flow
rates were slow, due to the contrast agent’s slow rise ti
the signal level remained constant throughout the experim
indicating that minimal or no contrast agent separation
curred.

In the contrast FEI mode, the images were captured w
the system operating solely in the high power mode, i
with the scanner’s monitor feature turned off. Fourteen tra
mitted images and a subtraction frame~subtraction of the
14th frame from the first!constituted each flash sequen
with the scanner’s acoustic power at its maximum for t
largest possible destruction of the contrast bubbles in
image plane of the probe~Fig. 2!.

Subsequent images for each flash sequence were acq
after an interval of PI~pulse interval!seconds from the flash
One cine loop of images was acquired for each PI. T
yielded 5 flash sequences. This procedure was repeate
monotonically increasing PI between flash sequences
each foam insert and for each flow rate. This entire pro
dure was also repeated twice for each flow rate and typ
foam insert.
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All the acquired images were stored on the scanner’s h
disk, transferred to a computer station and then proces
The images were processed using an analysis program
ten in MATLAB ~MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA!. A region of
interest~ROI! was drawn onto the foam insert cross-sectio
The pixel values recorded by the scanner were decompre
to obtain the relative backscattered intensity. The reconst
tion of the refill curves, from which MTT can be estimate
was produced by computing a mean linearized intensity
ues over this ROI~Mean Pixel Intensity, or MPI!for each
pulsing interval~0.5, 0.7, 1, 1.5, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30 se!.
The MPI for each pulse interval was computed by averag
the brightest frame for each of the 5 pulse sequences
tained in a cine loop.

D. Maximum projection

Often the concentration of the contrast agent in the fo
insert created a shadowing effect called the veil effect~Fig.
2!.8 This effect was characterized by the first frame conta
ing some bright pixels at the top of the ROI while pixe
below were shadowed. In subsequent frames, the con
agent at the top of the ROI was destroyed revealing br
pixels below them. The shadowed pixels cause a low M
over the ROI. To correct this, a maximum projection tec
nique was used which gives a better indication of the pr
ence of contrast throughout the ROI.9

The maximum projection program was also written
MATLAB. The image sequence was cropped to the size
the ROI. For each flash sequence, the maximum pixel va
was selected for each (y,z) position across the 14 frame
acquired in each flash sequence. The resulting image

FIG. 2. In an FEI sequence, a series of images were acquired at full fr
rate after an interval of PI~pulse interval!seconds. The first series of image
removes the contrast signal and each subsequent series measures th
trast refill. This sequence was repeatedN times at interval PI. The procedur
was repeated with monotonically increasing PI between flash sequenc
each trial. This figure represents the mean pixel intensity~MPI! within the
region of interest~ROI! of the reticulated foam insert vs frame number for
low and a high contrast agent concentration. The high contrast agent
centration suffers from the veil effect resulting in a low MPI for the initi
pulses due to shadowing.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 3, March 2004
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decompressed and then the average of the 5 resulting m
mum projected images was computed. These maximum
jection results were then used to compute the MPI as
scribed above.

E. MTT estimation

Two methods have been used to estimate MTT. The Me
and Zierler2 integration method estimates a particular MT
as the integrated area above the refill curve. Wei’s metho3,4

estimates MTT as the slope of the refill curve att50, i.e.,
1/a when the refill curve is represented by the equationy
5b„12exp(2at)…with b51. Another technique is to fit the
refill curve with the error functiony5erf(at). In this case,
the area above the curve is 1/aAp ~see the Appendix!. Nei-
ther fit represented a physical explanation of how the re
should progress, but rather they serve as a way to smooth
raw experimental data.

Ideally, an indicator refill curve with respect to tim
would initially start at some time 0 then monotonically in
crease reaching a saturation concentration. Therefore, th
dicator concentration was normalized by the saturation c
centration. In this study, each raw refill curve was fi
adjusted by subtracting the initial echogenicity of the foa
insert before contrast traverses it and then normalized by
maximum mean pixel intensity over the refill curve. Like
wise, the time axis was shifted to account for a delay ti
~DT! ~discussed later!such that 0 sec was defined as the tim
when the MPI began to increase.

To obtain a single representative refill curve for each fl
rate and foam insert, the two associated normalized r
curves were averaged into one single curve and renormal
by the maximum MPI. This curve was then fit byy25„1
2exp(2at)… or y25erf(at) where, respectively, 1/a or
1/aAp represents the estimated MTT for each flow rate a
foam insert.

F. Bubble disruption zone and read-out zone

To evaluate the accuracy of our refill MTT estimation, w
also estimated MTT geometrically. To do this, we assume
plug flow, i.e., a constant velocity across the vessel and t
we measured the cross-sectional area, the bubble disrup
zone width and the volume flow rate. To measure the bub
disruption zone width, the following experiment was pe
formed.

The same flow phantom as previously described was u
with the transducer orthogonally positioned to the flow
rection and the flow of diluted contrast halted. The contr
FEI mode with subtraction mode on was used to creat
bubble disruption zone using a single set of 15 high
images as in the refill curve experiment. The transducer
then rapidly rotated through an angle of 90° to observe
bubble disruption zone using a second set of 15 high
longitudinal images of the center of the flow tube. The 15
frame of the second set was the subtraction frame, i.e.,
subtraction between frame 1 and 14 of the second set.
image was used to measure the extent of the bubble des
tion, i.e., the profiles of the flow tube’s anechoic bubble d
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626 Potdevin et al. : Analysis of refill curve shape 626
ruption zone~Fig. 3!. Note that the width of the destructio
zone varies with depth through the tube. This effect will
included in a subsequently described model as an initial
rection for this effect.

The average width of the read-out zone width can also
estimated by calculating the slope of the velocity versus
inverse of the estimated MTT. The velocity profile in th
foam insert was assumed to be constant and was calcu
as the volume flow rate~based on the volume output from
the fluid pump!divided by the cross-sectional area of t
tube as measured on the US image. The area of the f
material itself was considered negligible because the v
volume was 97%.

It was observed that the bubble disruption zone was la
than the read-out zone, which was manifested as a delay
~DT! measured as the time between the bubble disrup
event and the beginning of the refill rise.

G. Simulation

The initial computer simulation generated refill curv
based on the geometry and assumed properties of thein vitro
flow phantom for different velocity ranges. These curv
were compared to the experimental refill curves. The sim
lated tube model consisted of a cylindrical region of rad
50 pixels~Fig. 4!. The effort here is to provide some initi
corrections for the effects of beam shape and overlying
tenuation including that from the presence of the contr
agent and its dynamic changes during FEI.

Each pixel i was associated with a velocityv i and two
widths: one related to the bubble disruption zone length~KZ!
and the other related to the read-out zone length~RO!. The
bubble disruption zone’s width varies withz and therefore
KZ was calculated atM points along the axial axisz. For the
purpose of this modeling, this elevational variation was
fined as a truncated Gaussian shape@Fig. 4~a!#. In addition,

FIG. 3. This subtraction FEI mode image was generated with the transd
longitudinal to the tube after a sequence of high MI pulses in the orthog
plane. The bubble disruption zone is clearly visible and its width is show
vary with depth.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 3, March 2004
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the read-out zone was modeled as a typical Gaus
weighted point spread function~PSF!. Like KZ, the width of
this PSF varies with depthz due to attenuation effects.

For each pixeli in the y,z plane, an unnormalized spatia
elemental refill curve is generatedf i(d), whered was the
distance traveled by the leading edge of the contrast thro
the bubble disruption zone for this element:

f i(d)5(1/2)@11erf„(d2m)/s&…# which is the cumula-
tive distribution function due to the Gaussian shaped po
spread function ~PSF! of the read-out zone withs
5 RO(z)/2.36 and the width of the bubble disruption zon
with m5 KZ(z)/2.

A normalized spatial refill curve can be represented by
equation

Fi~d!5
f i~d!2 f i~0!

f i~2m!2 f i~0!
.

The velocity was assumed to be uniform plug flow wh
simulating the foam insert, i.e., the velocity was equal to
single linear velocity for every pixel. When simulating a
empty tube, a parabolic velocity profile was employed.

er
al
o

FIG. 4. Generating finite element refill curves. The top drawing illustra
the variation with depth of the width of the bubble disruption~KZ! and the
read-out~RO! zones. Often KZ was wider than RO. Each pixel elemeni
was assigned a KZ and a RO from the relevant depth (z) as well as a
velocity v i . An elemental refill curvef i(d) is shown here in the middle
illustration. d was the distance traveled by the leading edge of the cont
as it refills the bubble disruption zone for this element.d can be simply
related to time by the equationd5v i t. f was the cumulative distribution
function constructed from a Gaussian shaped point spread function~PSF!,
shown in the lowest drawing, where the Gaussian means arem5 KZ(z)/2
and the standard deviations ares5 RO(z)/2.36 .
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either case, for each pixeli , d5v i t, wherev i is the velocity
associated with that elementi .

Fi(v i t) is then evaluated for each pixeli to generate a
refill curve with respect to time. The complete refill curve
an average of all the elemental refill curves:

R~ t !5
( i 51

n Fi~v i t !

n
.

H. Extension to vascular flow

However, the simulated tube model does not accura
represent a real human circulatory system. Another sim
tion investigated how a circulatory system with many diffe
ent sized vessels distributed throughout the imaged tis
might affect contrast refill.

Unlike in the tube simulation model, each finite eleme
was not assigned a single velocity. Rather, a continu
range of velocities was simulated representing the transi
between vessel types. The circulatory simulation consiste
a series of large arteries going into small arteries, then a
rioles, then capillaries, then venules, then small veins
finally large veins~Table I!.

An elemental refill curve was constructed from two fun
tions. The first related time with the distance traveled acr
the bubble disruption zonedk5gk(T). And the second is the
normalized spatial refill curve that was developed in the fi
simulation.

As in the tube model, the contrast refill was assumed
progress from one side of the bubble disruption zone to
other. However, in this case, a spatial variation along
z-axis was included that provided for differing vascular co
tributions. The assumption is that the image plane being
filled has a finite slice thickness that is small compared to
axial and lateral extent of the plane. Therefore, all flow co
tributions are from out of plane and can be from either
rection. At any given location in the plane, the vasculat
would have varying contributions for different vessel type
In addition, as the thickness increases, the distribution wo
change. For example, capillary beds near the center of
slice must have supply arteries and draining veins. Arte
and venous effects then depend on the location of the ca
lary bed within the slice.

This function was constructed as follows. The entire c
culation path was laid out on the time axis:t j5 l j /v j , where
l j and v j are, respectively, the length and velocity of ea
vascular subsetj for j 51 to 7. In other words, blood spend

TABLE I. Flow properties of the human systemic circulation~Ref. 12!.

Vascular subset (j ) Velocity ~cm/sec! Length ~cm!

Large arteries~1! 20 100
Small arteries~2! 4 13
Arterioles ~3! 2 3
Capillaries~4! 0.03 0.1
Venules~5! 0.3 0.4
Small veins~6! 1 10
Large veins~7! 4 100
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 3, March 2004
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a t j amount of time in the vascular subsetj . The total
amount of time blood will circulate through the entire syste
is T5( j 51

7 t j . When divided intoN equal time intervals,
Dt5 T/N .

Within each time intervalDt, blood flows with a velocity
of v l wherel 51 to N. v l is defined by linearly interpolating
the velocities associated with the vascular subsetsj over the
N time intervalsDt. Points beyond the time pointN are
assigned the valuevN . The distance,Ddl , that blood
traverses inDt with a velocity of v l is therefore Ddl

5v lDt.
It is assumed here that for each point in the circulato

system, the volume flow rate is constant. The blood volu
associated with a segment of the circulatory system is
rectly proportional to the amount of time blood takes
traverse it. For each segment ofDt length in the vasculature
one expects to have an equal volume of blood associ
with that segment. Therefore, in any given sub-volume
tissue in the body, a first order approximation would be t
an equal blood volume is input from everyDt segment, as-
suming the different elements of the circulatory system
evenly mixed. The total refill curve would be an average
the refill curves beginning at eachDt sub-volume.

An elemental refill curve starts at a sub-volumel of the
circulatory system. So we haveN elemental refill curves.
Each refill curve starts at one edge of the bubble disrup
zone and is therefore KZ(k) in width wherek51 to M and
represents the depth. Like in the tube simulation, each
emental refill curve is spatially independent and there areM
values of KZ(k). Unlike in the tube model, the velocity ca
vary with time.

The first step is to generate a function relating the dista
traveled with time. This function starts at 0 and reache
maximum at KZ. Each time segmentDt was assigned a ve
locity vm for m5 l to N which determines the slope of th
refill at that time interval. When the distance traveleddk is
bigger than KZ or in other words when the sum of all tim
intervals traversedDt multiplied by their appropriate veloc
ity vk equaled the bubble disruption zone width~KZ!, it
reaches saturation and is set equal to KZ. Therefore

KZ5(
k5 l

N

vkDtk .

As in the tube simulation, the read-out zone was a typi
Gaussian weighted PSF whose width varies with depth
primarily to attenuation effects. The width of the bubble d
ruption zone also varied with depth. This variation was mo
eled as a Gaussian shape in this study.

Next, the distance traveleddk5gk(T) was related to the
percent refill by evaluating the cumulative distribution fun
tion, similarly defined in the tube model. HavingM* N val-
ues of gk(T), one for each elemental refill curve at ea
depth, we applied the effects of the KZ and RO,Fk„gk(T)…,
as we did in the tube simulation to create elemental re
curves.

The final refill curve is a weighted average of all the
elemental refill curves where the weighting for each elem
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TABLE II. Reticulated foam inserts’ characteristics. The speed of sound and attenuation coefficient
reticulated foam inserts were measured in a degassed saline solution. The pore size was obtained fro
Foam Ind. Three methods were used to estimate MTT or the area above the refill curve: the trapezoid m
an exponential fit and an erf fit. The read-out zone length can be estimated from the slope of the pump’s
flow rate normalized by the area of the reticulated foam insert~cm/sec!vs 1/MTT (sec21).

Sound
Speed
~m/sec!

Attenuation
coefficient

~dB/MHz/cm!
Pores/inch

ppi
Density
lb./cu.Ft.

RO width
Vel.* MTT
Area ab.
Curve
~cm!

RO width
Vel.* MTT
Exp. Fit

~cm!

RO width
Vel.* MTT

Erf Fit
~cm!

Empty
tube

1492 0.2360.01 0.2160.03 0.1860.03

S110 1498 0.79 94 2.2 0.1860.02 0.1560.03 0.1360.03
S80 1498 0.81 80 1.9 0.1460.04 0.1260.04 0.1160.03
T50 1496 0.75 50 1.4 0.1660.07 0.1360.04 0.1260.04
A40 1497 0.70 40 1.3 0.1360.03 0.1160.03 0.1060.03
s.
m
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the
tal refill curve is its blood volume within the slice thicknes
This weighting is therefore based on the amount of ti
blood takes to get through the bubble disruption zone.
other words, a slow refill curve was weighted more beca
more blood has time to flow into the vasculature associa
with that refill curve. Therefore, each refill curve is weight
by its rise time RTl ,k :

R~T!5
1

N (
k51

M

(
l 51

N

Fk„gl ,k~T!…
RTl ,k

(k51
M ( l 51

N RTl ,k
.

This model can easily be adjusted to accommodate dif
ent tissue models. For instance, if no large vessels are pre
in the ROI then they can be removed from the list of vascu
subsets. Shunting is characterized by a direct flow of blo
from the arterial to the venous system, therefore, can
simulated by bypassing the capillary beds. The shun
simulation was similar to the one mentioned above but om
ting the capillaries.

III. RESULTS

A. Foam properties

The speed of sound and attenuation coefficient meas
for each foam are presented in Table II along with the por
ity and the density. Note that the measured sound spee
the tube filled with only saline matches measurements m
within the foam inserts to within 1%. The attenuation co
ficient only varies from 0.70– 0.81 dB cm21 MHz21 for the
foams selected. Using ROIs selected from the S110 fo
block surrounding the tube, the signal to noise ratio w
estimated from the decompressed pixel intensities as M
stdev, where the stdev is the standard deviation of the p
distribution. The resulting value was 1.5.

To ensure that no bubble accumulation occurred dur
contrast circulation, the echogenicity below the reticula
foam insert was measured and remained constant throug
the experiments.
l. 31, No. 3, March 2004
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B. Maximum projection

The relationship between MPI and the contrast agent c
centration is presented in Fig. 5. Due to the creation of sh
owing at a high concentration, a decrease in MPI was
served when the concentration exceeded 0.1 ml of contra
1 liter of saline. After a correction for shadowing by a max
mum projection technique, a linear relationship between M
and the contrast agent concentration was observed. Th
fore, this technique was also used to generate the r
curves.

C. Refill curve fitting

Each refill curve was fit with both the error function~erf!
and an exponential. The error function was a better fit th
the exponential to the experimental curves observed. In

FIG. 5. Relationship between MPI and the contrast agent concentration.
points constituting the Maximum MPI Frame were obtained from the av
age of the 5 peak frames of a FEI sequence taken in a tube with a S110
insert. At high concentration, a shadowing effect was observed, chara
ized by a decrease in MPI. A maximum projection technique was use
correct this effect and yields a more linear relationship between MPI and
contrast agent concentration.
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example shown in Fig. 6, the foam insert was S110 a
volume flow rate of 156 mL/hour. The erf function coeffi
cient fit was 0.1260.01 corresponding to a MTT o
4.8060.01 sec while the coefficient or the MTT was 5.3
60.40 sec for the exponential fit. As expected, differen
were observed between refill curves with different volum
flow rates. However, none of the investigated properties
sociated with the foam inserts such as the porosity, den
and echogenicity showed a consistent effect on the cur
The small differences observed between curves with ide
cal volume flow rate was likely due to the difference in t
reproducibility of experiments.

D. MTT, bubble disruption and read-out zone
estimation

MTT can be obtained via three different methods: the t
mentioned above and also via the trapezoid method ba
directly on the observed data points, allowing us to calcu
the area above the experimental refill curves. The bub
disruption zone length~KZ in cm! as estimated from the
refill measures can be calculated via the equation
52DT3V1RO where RO5MTT3 V ~cm! and MTT is the
mean transit time~sec!calculated from the experimental re
fill curves ~Table II!. DT is the delay time~sec!, i.e., the time
for new contrast to reach the read-out zone after bubble
ruption and measured from the experimental refill curvesV
is the linear flow velocity throughout the foam insert.

When the width of the bubble disruption zone was m
sured in the empty flow tube, a KZ value of 0.3160.11 cm
and a RO of 0.2160.02 cm were found with the trapezoi
method. The exponential fit gave a KZ of 0.3060.03 cm
with a RO of 0.2160.03 cm and the erf fit method generat

FIG. 6. A comparison between an exponential fit and an error function~erf!
fit to the refill curves for the foam insert S110 and a volume flow rate of 1
mL/hour. For the equationy5erf(at), a value of 0.1260.01 was found for
a, corresponding to a MTT of 4.8060.01 sec while for the equationy
5„12exp(2t/a)…, a value of 5.3060.40 sec was found fora. The delay
time ~DT! was equal to 1.5 sec. The time axis was shifted such that 0
was defined as the time at which the MPI began to increase.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 3, March 2004
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a KZ of 0.2760.03 cm with a RO of 0.1860.03 cm. With
any of the foam inserts, the trapezoid method generated a
of 0.2860.07 cm and RO of 0.2060.05, the exponential fit
method gave a KZ of 0.1960.05 cm and RO of 0.13
60.03 cm while the erf fit method, KZ was 0.1860.05 cm
and RO was 0.1160.03 cm. These estimates are the com
lation of measurements at all flow rates and demonstrate
variable flow rates still yield consistent values for KZ an
RO widths.

To validate these results found from the experimental
fill curves, a comparison between the estimated and ac
bubble disruption width was needed. From Fig. 3, the sh
of the bubble disruption zone can be visualized. It is se
that the zone tapers off with depth. The width of KZ rang
between 0.6 and 0.2 cm, which is within the range of e
mates listed above. However, given the variation of the
and RO with position within the tube, a better way of com
paring the expected refill to the experimental results is
simulation.

E. Simulation

Using the experimental refill curves obtained for t
empty tube and the foam insert S110 with a volume flow r
of 624 ml/hour, i.e., a linear flow rate of 0.08 cm/sec and
respective MTT ~including the delay time! of 2.77
60.02 sec and 2.6960.03 sec obtained from the erf fi
method, computer simulated refill curves were genera
~Fig. 7!.

For the simulation of the empty tube through the s
rounding foam, a parabolic flow profile was assumed with
maximum velocity of 1.72 mm/sec calculated from th
known geometry of the tube and volume flow rate. T
bubble disruption zone was assumed to be a Gaussian

6

ec

FIG. 7. Results of a simulated tube model for an empty tube and the S
foam insert, characterized, respectively, by a parabolic and a plug flow
files for a volume flow rate of 624 ml/hour. The bubble disruption a
read-out zones’ width were different and both assumed to have a trunc
Gaussian shape. The read-out zone was a Gaussian weighted PSF. The
lated curve for the empty tube has been normalized in the same mann
the experimental data.
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s55 and a maximum top width of 6.95 mm and a minimu
bottom width of 1.60 mm. These values were selected
match the observed anechoic zone~Fig. 3!. The variation
with depth of the read-out zone was also assumed to b
Gaussian withs54.25 and a maximum top width of 5.9
mm and a minimum bottom width of 1.36 mm. These valu
were obtained from the observed anechoic zone~Fig. 3!. The
simulated refill curve was normalized in the same manne
the experimental data such that it resides between
y-ordinates 0 and 1, yielding a simulated MTT equal to 2
sec compared to the experimental value of 2.771/
20.02 sec obtained with the erf fit.

For the simulation of the foam insert S110, a plug
uniform flow profile of 0.8 mm/sec was used. The bubb
disruption and read-out zone characteristics were kept s
lar to the simulation of the empty tube. The simulated M
was found to be 2.66 sec compared to the experimental v
of 2.6960.03 sec obtained using the erf fit. Both simulat
and experimental curves matched very closely, not only
the MTT estimate but in shape~Fig. 7!.

Vascular models based on values from Table I were g
erated using the serial simulation of the vascular system~Fig.
8!. The full vasculature included large arteries through la
veins while the small vasculature included small arter
through small veins and finally the microvasculature
cluded the arterioles through the small veins. Therefore,
ferent velocity ranges can be modeled resulting in differen
shaped curves.

A shunting model can also be created by removing
capillaries segment from the model, so that arterioles go
rectly into venules. Figure 9 shows the effect of various le
els of ‘‘shunting’’ within a normal small vasculature~from
small arteries to small veins!.

FIG. 8. Simulation of the vascular model corresponding to different velo
ranges using the serial vascular model. Broader velocity ranges disp
rounder appearance than the more monotonic simulations seen whe
lected velocities~limited vasculature types! are used.
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 3, March 2004
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To further investigate the potential to observein vivo
shunting using the shape of refill curves, an analy
was done on the difference between refill curves as in Fig
for various percentages of shunted blood flow~Fig. 10!.
The peak difference of 20.3% was seen at 4.7 sec
100% shunting. This time corresponds to 56% refill of t
normal vasculature and 77% refill of the 100% shunted blo
flow. This difference scales linearly with the percentage
shunting.

a
se-

FIG. 9. A comparison between different levels of simulated shunting ver
a simulated normal small vasculature. Shunting is characterized by a by
of the capillary bed such that blood flows directly from arterioles in
venules. A shunting model is therefore simulated by removing a percen
of the capillary contribution from the model.

FIG. 10. The difference between normal small vasculature~as seen in Fig.
10! and shunted flow in 5% increments versus time. The maximum sep
tion is seen at 4.7 sec corresponding to 56% of the normal vasculature
and 77% of the refill for the 100% shunted blood flow. For complete shu
ing ~100%!, the maximum separation is 20.3% of the refill saturation le
This difference scales linearly with the percent shunted blood flow.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The basic acoustic properties of the developed flow ph
tom proved to be reasonable for simulatingin vivo tissues.
The measured speed of sound for all the tested reticul
foam inserts are close to that of saline~within 1%!, reflecting
the large void fraction, and about 3% different from so
tissue. Since the void fraction of the foam is so high, one
expect to readily adjust the sound speed with tempera
changes. The attenuation is somewhat higher than soft ti
but reasonable at about 0.8 dB cm21 MHz21 ~Table II!.

The surrounding reticulated foam is used to mimic atte
ation caused by overlying soft tissue in the human body. T
speckle is characterized by MPI/stdev51. In the reticulated
foam, a value of 1.5 was observed for this ratio. This was
unexpected because the reticulated foam does not offer
dom scatterers but rather a somewhat regular structure.
ferent soft tissues display a range of values for this par
eter.

The contrast agent concentration of 1/5000 used in
experiment combined with the high MI FEI technique r
sulted in a veil effect. This problem was overcome by us
the maximum projection technique for the refill curve ana
sis~Fig. 5!. With this technique, a linear relationship betwe
MPI and contrast agent concentration was observed ove
wide range of concentrations.

In the foam insert experiments, the error function~erf! fit
offers better smoothing for the experimental refill curv
than the exponential fit assumed by Weiet al.3,4 ~Fig. 6!.
This cannot be assumed to apply to all velocity profiles
cause there is no physical rationale behind its selection.
also important to take into account the delay time~DT! be-
tween the bubble disruption event and the time when
actual refill begins. A previous study done by Lucidarm
et al.10 also found a sigmoid shape function to be a better
to the refill curve. Their finding was for different reason
however, as their experimental setup employed a differ
imaging plane with continuous low MI imaging.

The width of both the bubble disruption~KZ! and read-
out ~RO! zones varies with depth and can be approxima
by a truncated Gaussian as seen in Fig. 3. This shape is l
due to attenuation from the contrast agent and/or the foam
is also likely to depend on the number of high MI puls
constituting a pulse sequence. Therefore, experimental v
ability can be introduced by effects on both transmitted a
received pulses. This is of importance because the shap
these zones affect the shape of the refill curves. If both zo
were square in shape, the curvature found in the refill cur
would then be due only to the range of velocities and
read-out zone’s PSF.

The imaging system used for the experiments has lim
suppression of a nonbubble background signal. Becaus
the high echogenicity of the foam insert, the resulting ima
suffer from lack of dynamic range. This can be overcome
using a newer imaging system which incorporates be
background suppression.

In general, the refill curves were affected by the volum
flow rate~or linear velocity!of the fluid traversing the foam
Medical Physics, Vol. 31, No. 3, March 2004
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inserts but not by the density or porosity of the insert. T
was not unexpected, because the high void volume of
foam does not divert the primary axial flow, but rather serv
to effectively segment the flow into many small channels.
a result, the major effect of the foam insert was probably
alter the parabolic flow profile of an empty tube to someth
close to the uniform velocity profile of plug flow.

From the tube simulation, a noticeable difference was
served in the shape of the refill curves in the case of a p
bolic versus plug flow profile~Fig. 7!. This difference was
mainly observed at the high end of the refill curve and co
pares well with the experimental data. While the MTT
comparable, total refill was much slower and the curve ha
rounder shape for the parabolic flow profile compared to
presumed plug flow profile through the foam.

In the serial vascular system simulations, it can be c
cluded that the range of velocities also affects the shap
the refill curves. Wider velocity ranges found in the full va
culature which includes large arteries through large ve
produce a rounder refill curve shape~Fig. 8!. A flatter refill
curve shape was generated when the large vessels su
large arteries and large veins were removed from the si
lation. The shape of the refill curve gets even flatter for
microvasculature simulation, i.e., when the only vess
present in the model were arterioles, capillaries and venu

When ‘‘shunting’’ was simulated, the refill occurre
sooner due to the absence of capillaries in the model~Fig. 9!.
The maximum separation between curves of varying sh
percentage appears to occur at around the 56% refill leve
the normal vasculature.

The simulations also indicate that the best time to de
changes in the refill curves due to shunting is 4.7 sec into
refill. In order to detect shunting below 5%, the error in th
refill measurement should be less than 1%. These prel
nary simulations show some intriguing results based on r
tively simple but relevant changes in the vascular structu

When observing the shape of the refill curves, it is imp
tant to take into account the shape of both the receiving be
profile and the bubble disruption profile. Simulations sho
that refill curves can be used for more than the mean tra
time estimation. Information about velocity profiles and ev
abnormal vascularity such as shunting can also be detec

It is interesting to note that a previous study11 found that
the time to the 80% contrast replenishment level was a
bust parameter for distinguishing normal from cancero
blood flow in a rat. Our simulation techniques should acco
modate more refined vascular models and make it possib
test hypotheses that might explain this and other phen
enon related to refill curves and abnormal vasculature.
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APPENDIX: AREA ABOVE AN ERROR FUNCTION

Knowing that

E erf~x!dx5x erf~x!1
e2x2

Ap
.

Let u5ax, so thatdu5a dx:

E
0

`

„12erf~ax!…dx5
1

a S E
0

`

„12erf~u!…duD
5

1

a Fu2erf~u!1
e2u2

Ap
G

0

`

5Fx„12erf~ax!…1
e2(ax)2

aAp
G

0

`

→ 1

aAp
.

Thus the area above the error function is 1/aAp .
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